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	COLLISION DAMAGE WAIVER








 Damage Waiver 
 


The Information You Need to Determine if CDW is Right 
for Your Dealership 


  
 
What Is It? 
 
From a dealership perspective:  Where we establish a financial reserve from 
many renters, to pay for damages caused by a few, with the idea of making a profit 
by selling it a lot and having as few expenses as possible    
  
Industry Definition:  Damage Waiver relieves the customer of financial 
responsibility for damage to the rental vehicle, regardless of fault, provided they 
comply with the terms and conditions of the rental agreement.  It is an option for 
the renter.    
 
Collision Damage Waiver (CDW):  The dealership will take responsibility for 
damage to the rental due to collision, providing terms of the rental agreement are 
met (object to object).  Majority of companies offering CDW will also cover any 
windshield damage.  
 
 
How CDW Helps the Customer? 
 
 Dealerships may have the option to determine the maximum dollar amount in 
damage they will provide for the customer when they offer CDW.  Companies 
offering CDW must check to see if their state has laws governing CDW and what 
can and cannot be offered **  
  
The dealer has the option on the maximum damage amount to provide when selling 
damage waiver.  A high percentage of companies offering CDW will pay for the 
full value of the rental. Companies offering CDW must check to see if their state 
has laws governing CDW and what can and cannot be offered **  
   
**if applicable  
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How Much Is It? 
 
 When customer accepts CDW, they are charged a daily rate for the product. 
 
It is best to check within your own marketplace to determine rates for CDW.  
Again, check if there are any state laws that reflect what can or cannot be charged 
for CDW. 
 
It is common to commission employees when they sell CDW.  This cuts into the 
amount of revenue the dealership ‘keeps’ from the sale of CDW. 
 
When damage is done to a rental vehicle and the customer has accepted CDW, 
Xchanging will apply an increased $2,000 deductible to any claim filed. 
 
This is an additional area that eats into any revenues earned from selling CDW.  
  
 
CDW is Not Insurance  
 
 When offering collision damage waiver, the dealer is simply waiving their right to 
pursue the renter for damages.  It is not an insurance policy. 
 
 Differences between CDW and insurance include: 
 
• With an insurance policy, coverage is typically provided regardless of how the 
damage occurred and payment of a deductible by the insured is typically required. 
 
• With CDW, the terms of the rental contract must be met for CDW to apply.  
Typical violations of the rental contract include: 


– Unauthorized drivers  
– Off-roading with the rental  
– Driving while intoxicated  
– Intentional damage 


 
• There is not a deductible paid by the customer with CDW  
 
• Take all precautions – Know your state laws and how they pertain to CDW. 
 
• Rental employees have a tendency to use the word ‘insurance’ when offering 
CDW.  Using incorrect jargon increases risk to the dealership, because in no way is 
CDW insurance and it should never be referenced as such.  
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Customer Benefits of CDW  
 
 • The Perceived Benefits: 


– If the rental vehicle is damaged, the Customer is not required to file a 
claim with their insurance policy, pay a deductible or run the risk of a 
premium increase. 
– The customer saves time by not having to contact their insurance company  
– Peace of mind while driving the rental  
– However, if a customer is at fault in an accident, the Customer is still 
responsible for other property they may damage (i.e. another person’s 
property) as CDW applies only to the TRAC rental vehicle  


  
 
Benefits of CDW to Dealership 
 
• Added source of revenue  
• Added source of potential profit if done right  
  
 
Risks of CDW to Dealership 
 
1. One heavily damaged vehicle can more than wipe out any revenue from selling 
CDW  
2. The dealership body shop repairs TRAC vehicle without (potentially) any 
revenue to collect from renter’s insurance company   
3. The dealership can file a claim through Xchanging on damaged rentals from 
customers that have CDW; however Xchanging applies a $2000 deductible on 
CDW claims  
4. Customers that purchase CDW may be increasingly careless in their care of the 
TRAC vehicle  
5. Customer Service Implications 


– Service aisle customers that are being put into a rental that is either paid 
by warranty or service department may be unhappy and feel they are being 
pressured to take CDW  
– Customers that have accidents and purchased CDW, but also violated the 
contract and have to file an insurance claim could have sense of distrust 
toward the dealership – even though the customer was at fault  
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6. Many TRAC departments have many employees that write rental agreements 
(TRAC manager, service writers, cashier, etc).  With multiple employees writing 
Rental Agreements, the potential for errors or inconsistencies when explaining 
CDW to each/every Customer is increased - thus creating the potential for less than 
acceptable service levels for your Customer  
7. When considering all aspects of rental, some believe that the risks outweigh the 
benefits  
 
Example of Revenue vs. Expense  
 
 • A 30-TRAC car operation will write approximately 200 rental contracts in a 
month.  
• Each rental will average 4 days.  
• A 15% penetration rate of selling CDW at $14 per day will result in following:  


– 30 rental contracts with CDW  
– 30 x 4 days length of rental = 120 days  
─120 days x $14 = $1680 in additional revenue to TRAC  


 • This added revenue could be good news; however one accident may eliminate a 
good chunk of this revenue:  


– $1680 in CDW revenue  
– One customer with CDW has windshield damaged = $400  
– Second customer has at-fault accident resulting in $2000 damage. Given 
that a $2,000 deductible applies to this loss, no coverage is afforded to the 
Dealer as damages are the same as the applicable CDW $2,000 deductible.    
– End result; two damaged vehicles totals $2400 in damage. Subtract that 
from revenue generated and the net to the dealership is -$720  


  
 
Step-by Step Responsibility of TRAC Manager after Incident 
Involving CDW Customer  
 
1. Customer calls TRAC Manager to report they had an accident  
2. After confirming nobody was hurt, TRAC Manager reminds customer that 
police report is recommended before returning vehicle to Dealer   
3. Customer returns vehicle and TRAC Manager fills out accident report and has 
customer sign.    
4. TRAC Manager collects amount due from customer; cost of rental (if 
applicable) and cost of CDW  
5. TRAC Manager contacts Xchanging with accident report info  
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Is it Valid?  
 
In order for the waiver (CDW) to be valid (from a subrogation/recovery 
standpoint), consideration must be given for said waiver.  Consideration is defined 
as “monies exchanged”.  The Dealer must set the rate (based on applicable state 
CDW law) and charge same for each day of rental.  Dealers should not “build” 
the daily CDW rate into their daily rental rate – CDW must be charged/listed 
separately.  
 
Items To Remember When Considering Selling CDW  
 
1. CDW is not insurance   
2. Added revenue is the primary benefit to the dealership when selling CDW?  
3. There are a number of risks to the dealership when selling CDW  
4. Do the risks outweigh the benefits?  
5. CDW can be void by the renter if terms & conditions of the contract are not 
followed  
6. Is offering CDW more a benefit or detriment to the dealerships CSI?  
7. Accidents where customer purchased CDW does effect the dealerships loss 
reporting to Xchanging and could be a factor in being placed on surcharge  
8. Deductibles through Xchanging on CDW claims climb from $1000 to $2000  







 
 


 
 


CDW Agreement 
 


• I certify that I have reviewed the information on Collision Damage 
Waiver (CDW) in both the Toyota Rent a Car (TRAC) Policies and 
Procedures and in the form of TRAC Rental Agreement that includes 
CDW.   


• I have independently reviewed and am familiar with any notice and 
other requirements applicable to my offering CDW to rental customers 
under the laws of the state in which the dealership is located.  


• I fully understand the risks of offering Collision Damage Waiver "CDW" 
to rental customers.   


• I also agree and certify that all dealership associates approved to 
conduct a rental transaction have or will have been given copies of the 
TRAC Policies and Procedures on CDW and applicable state laws, and 
have or will have received proper training on how to explain CDW to 
potential rental customers.   


 
 


Name/ signature       ______________________________________________________ 
 
Dealer code               _______________________________________________________ 
 
Title                             _______________________________________________________ 
  
Phone                        _______________________________________________________ 
 
Email address           _____________________________________________________ 
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